Transplanting your Seedlings

1. Add potting soil
   Add 2 layers of organic potting soil and 1 layer of organic compost.

2. Measure the height
   The height of your roots determines the height of the hole in the soil.

3. Transplant the sprout
   Dig a hole as deep as the height of the roots and transplant.

4. Mark space
   Seedlings are away from each other and the edge of the container.

5. Dig a second hole
   On one mark, dig a new hole.

6. Transplant the sprout
   Transplant your second seedling.

7. Plant the sprout
   Repeat the step to transplant your third seedling.

8. Ready!
   Seedlings need full sun and water every day! Place on your window-sills or fire escapes.

Follow these simple instructions, and you'll have a successful herbal garden in no time! Please, follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and our website https://dyckmanfarmhouse.org/ for video instructions and recipes!